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Introduction
Hydrogen fuel cells are expected as the most promising clean energy source. However, security of fuel cells requires high performance hydrogen sensors. The surface acoustic wave (SAW) excited on a spherical surface under a specific condition is naturally collimated, realizing ultramultiple roundtrips along an equator of the sphere
(1)-(3) . The ball SAW sensor ( Fig.1 ) based on this effect realized the high performance, such as high sensitivity and wide sensing range (3) . Moreover, we investigated the effect of temperature on the response and found that the response time is reduced by heating to 124 ˚C (4) .
Evaluation of the ball SAW sensor
The sensor was exposed to hydrogen gas at concentrations from 0.001 % to 100 % by using a flow cell using mass flow controllers. In the measurement system (3) , the waveform was recorded by a digital oscilloscope and a computer. The measurement interval was 2 s with 20 times waveform averaging in the digital oscilloscope.
Sensitivity and sensing range
Figure 1 (a) shows the delay time response and (b) shows the amplitude responses using the ball SAW sensor. Concentration as low as 10 ppm (0.001%) was detected in (b), and that as high as 100% was detected in (a) without a sign of saturation. Then, a sensing range as wide as 10 5 was realized for the first time in hydrogen sensors (3) . It is a key technology in safety of hydrogen station, where the catalyst combustion sensors are not adequate since a small leakage might soon become a high pressure flow.
Application of ball SAW device to sensor of other gasses is also discussed.
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